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A B S T R A C T 

Next-generation wide-field spectroscopic surveys will observe the infall regions around large numbers of galaxy clusters with 

high sampling rates for the first time. Here, we assess the feasibility of extracting the large-scale cosmic web around clusters using 

forthcoming observ ations, gi ven realistic observ ational constraints. We use a sample of 324 hydrodynamic zoom-in simulations 
of massive galaxy clusters from TheThreeHundred project to create a mock-observational catalogue spanning 5 R 200 around 160 

analogue clusters. These analogues are matched in mass to the 16 clusters targetted by the forthcoming WEAVE Wide-Field 

Cluster Surv e y (WWFCS). We consider the effects of the fibre allocation algorithm on our sampling completeness and find that 
we successfully allocate targets to 81.7 per cent ± 1.3 of the members in the cluster outskirts. We next test the robustness of 
the filament extraction algorithm by using a metric, D skel , which quantifies the distance to the filament spine. We find that the 
median positional offset between reference and reco v ered filament networks is D skel = 0.13 ± 0.02 Mpc, much smaller than the 
typical filament radius of ∼ 1 Mpc. Cluster connectivity of the reco v ered network is not substantially affected. Our findings give 
confidence that the WWFCS will be able to reliably trace cosmic web filaments in the vicinity around massive clusters, forming 

the basis of environmental studies into the effects of pre-processing on galaxy evolution. 

Key words: methods: data analysis – methods: numerical – techniques: spectroscopic – galaxies: clusters: general – galaxies: 
haloes – large-scale structure of Universe. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

alaxies spend a significant amount of time in cosmic web
laments. They are the backbone of a complex network of
eometrical structures that indicate how matter is distributed in
he Universe: as filaments, sheets, walls, knots and voids (Arag ́on-
alvo, van de Weygaert & Jones 2010 ), described by the Zel’dovich

ormalism (Zel’dovich 1970 ). The present-day cosmic web has
volved from small over- and underdensities already existent in the
arly Universe, and still grows and changes today as a consequence
f gravitational collapse. Since z ≈ 2, about half of the mass budget
f the Universe is located within filaments, while only contributing
o 6 per cent of its volume. By contrast, only about 10 per cent of the

ass is located in galaxy clusters (Cautun et al. 2014 ). 
 E-mail: daniel.cornwell@nottingham.ac.uk 
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Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Socie
Commons Attribution License ( http://cr eativecommons.or g/licenses/by/4.0/), whi
Ho we ver, clusters stand out as recognizable, bright peaks in
he density field and have been the focus of observational galaxy
volution studies for decades (Gray et al. 2009 ; Balogh et al. 2017 ).
he y hav e unco v ered a now well-supported relation that finds higher

ractions of quiescent and early type galaxies in clusters compared
o outside of clusters (Morphology–Density relation; Dressler et al.
997 ). Typically, this is explained through astrophysical effects that
uench and transform galaxies as they encounter the extremely dense
ntracluster medium of cluster cores during their infall. Ram pressure
tripping is one of several possible mechanisms quenching galaxies
nfalling on to a cluster (Zinger et al. 2018 ; Arthur et al. 2019 ).
o we ver, the majority of the gas lies outside the boundaries where

he clusters are virialized, and in the intergalactic medium within
laments (Gal ́arraga-Espinosa, Langer & Aghanim 2022 ; Gouin,
allo & Aghanim 2022 ; Walker & Lau 2022 ). 
Galaxy clusters are therefore not isolated islands, but assemble,

eplenish, and grow via ongoing mergers with smaller clusters,
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roups, and clumps of gas, as well as through a constant flow of gas
nd galaxies from filaments. The most prominent of these filaments 
ave hot gas temperatures and dense cores that have the possibility
o strip the gas from galaxies, but also to replenish galaxies with
re-enriched filamentary gas (Vulcani et al. 2019 ), impacting their 
ass assembly and star formation histories in very different ways 

Laigle et al. 2017 ; Song et al. 2020 ). It is clear that the challenge
f understanding galaxy evolution must include the impact of the 
arge-scale geometry and flows of the cosmic web, and that galaxy 
ransformation begins well before the galaxies fall into the cluster 
pre-processing; Zabludoff & Mulchaey 1998 ). Physical processes in 
he outskirts of galaxy clusters are therefore fundamentally different 
rom cluster cores, and thus important areas for the study of cluster
ssembly and their connection to the filaments of the cosmic web 
Sarron et al. 2019 ; Gouin et al. 2020 ; Salerno et al. 2020 ; Malavasi,
icola et al. 2022 ). Ho we v er, the y are challenging to capture. 
While filaments can be identified by mapping the gas distribution 

f galaxy clusters in simulations (Kuchner et al. 2020 ; Vall ́es-P ́erez,
lanelles & Quilis 2020 ; Gouin et al. 2022 ), galaxies tend to trace

hese features of the cosmic web and can therefore be used to detect
laments observationally (Einasto et al. 2020 ; Malavasi et al. 2020 ).
o correctly identify filaments that feed clusters, we require a large 
rea, high sampling density and depth to co v er a sufficient number
f galaxies o v er a broad range of masses. Large-area surv e ys such
s the Sloan Digital Sk y Surv e y (SDSS; York et al. 2000 ), the
alaxy and Mass Assembly surv e y (GAMA; Liske et al. 2015 ), the
wo-Degree Field Galaxy Redshift Survey (2dFGRS; Colless et al. 
001a ), the VIMOS Public Extragalactic Redshift Surv e y (VIPERS;
olless et al. 2001b ), and the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument

DESI; Secco et al. 2022 ) all probe the distribution of galaxies o v er
arge redshift ranges, providing strong observational evidence for 
he presence of a cosmic web. Ho we v er, the y either lack statistically
ignificant samples of galaxy clusters, or the necessary sampling or 
etail required for an investigation on pre-processing by filaments 
eeding clusters. Targeted spectroscopic studies that focus on clusters 
ay provide the required sampling, but they are either only available 

s case studies of stand-out targets such as Virgo (Castignani et al.
021 , 2022 ), or do not extend far enough to bridge cluster infall
egions to the large-scale cosmic web filaments (e.g. GOGREEN 

alogh et al. 2017 or OmegaWINGS Gullieuszik et al. 2015 ; Moretti
t al. 2017 ). 

To address the need for observing programmes that combine high 
ampling and statistical power, we look towards next-generation 
ide-field, multi-object spectroscopic (MOS) surv e ys of galaxy 

lusters as they will enable detailed study into the far-reaching lower 
ensity cluster outskirts. They are designed to reveal the complex 
nterplay between the properties of galaxies and their position in 
he cosmic web filaments that feed the clusters. Examples of next 
eneration MOS surv e ys are the upcoming WEAVE Wide Field 
luster Surv e y (WWFCS; K uchner et al. in preparation) and the
MOST CHileAN Cluster galaxy Evolution Surv e y (CHANCES; 
aines et al. in preparation). We moti v ate our studies with the
WFCS, which will co v er 20 low redshift ( z ∼ 0.05) galaxy clusters

n a mass range of log ( M cl /M �) = 13.8 −15.5 out to and beyond
 R 200 . For each cluster, thousands of new spectra will be obtained
ith a galaxy stellar mass limit of 10 9 M �, extending our current
nderstanding of these systems to include the infall regions and low- 
ass galaxies. 
Given the challenging task of accurately mapping filaments in 

he vicinity of massive clusters (both in terms of extreme contrasts
f interlaced high and low-density regions, 2D projections, and 
omplications due to the Finger of God effect Kuchner et al. 
021a ), careful preparation is required. We have planned, tested, 
nd fine-tuned our steps to map and characterize the infall re-
ions of these clusters with a large statistical sample of simulated
lusters from The Three Hundred surv e y, and inv estigated strate-
ies for doing so in redshift space (Kuchner et al. 2020 , 2021a ,
 ; Rost et al. 2021 ). To confidently carry out the observational
rogramme with the 1000-fibre fed MOS WEAVE at the Wiliam 

erschel Telescope (Dalton et al. 2014 ), we now take the final step
rom simulations to fully-informative mock observations to under- 
tand the success and limitations of identifying filaments around 
lusters. 

Our goal for this paper is to quantify what effect the physical con-
traints of assigning fibres to targets – a necessary and important step
n the design of a MOS surv e y – has on filament finding. Our previous
nvestigations assumed that all theoretical cluster structure members 
re targeted and return spectra, thus featuring in the mapping and
ubsequent analysis. Ho we ver, in reality, instruments only have a
nite capacity to place fibers on targets, and physical restrictions 

mposed by the geometry and size of the instrumental components 
equire us to make decisions that will ultimately influence the success
f finding filaments. In addition, limitations of a realistic target 
election may lead to losing valuable fibres to background galaxies. 
ibre collisions in dense regions like groups and substructures in 

he outskirts, as well as decisions on which galaxies should receive
igher priority than others, directly link to the input for filament
dentification algorithms and thus could impact the analysis of pre- 
rocessing in infall regions. 
In this paper, we therefore close the circle of comparing simu-

ations to observations – from a theoretical 3D volume to a fully
onfigured 2D projection. We design a framework for determining 
he feasibility of reliably characterizing the large-scale structure from 

alaxies that can be observed in current wide-field cluster surveys, 
sing concrete constraints that are matched to the WEAVE instrument 
nd the WWFCS. 

The paper is structured in the following way: Section 2 describes
he data we have used. This includes the spectroscopic survey in-
piring this paper and the numerical simulations used to create mock
bservations. Section 3 reports our generation of mock observations 
nd a summary on how we extract the cosmic web. Section 4 displays
he results and discussion, we describe the accuracy in which we
race the large-scale structure surrounding our simulated clusters 
nd explain the importance of our results in probing the success of
e xt-generation spectroscopic surv e ys. We present our conclusions 
n the likely success of filament retrie v al from WWFCS in 
ection 5 . 

 G A L A X Y  CLUSTER  I N F O R M AT I O N  

he framework presented in this paper is designed with the WWFCS
n mind, but should also work for similar surv e ys making the
djustments required by the specific observational strategy and 
onstraints. We will use simulation outputs in tandem with algorithms 
nderpinning the observational processes of next-generation wide- 
eld cluster surv e ys. This section describes the planned observations
nd simulated data rele v ant to this work. 

.1 The WEAVE Wide-Field Cluster Sur v ey 

EAVE (William Herschel Telescope Enhanced Area Velocity 
xplorer) is a next-generation MOS. The spectrograph makes 
se of ∼1000 individual fibres deployable o v er a 2-deg-diameter
eld of view. The instrument also includes 20 small deployable 
MNRAS 517, 1678–1694 (2022) 
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M

Figure 1. Example simulated cluster from THETHREEHUNDRED with a 
similar mass and redshift to the cluster Abell 602, one of the WWFCS 
targets. The projected dark matter density distribution is sho wn, deri ved 
using a Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) with a 500 kpc smoothing scale. 
This box has a depth of 10 Mpc. The green dots indicate the positions of 
galaxy–mass haloes. Each white circle encloses a WEAVE field with a 2-deg 
diameter. The central yellow dashed circle corresponds to R 200 and the larger 
dot–dashed yellow circle to 5 R 200 . 
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ntegral field units (mini-IFUs), as well as one large IFU. In this
aper, we are only concerned with the (MOS) observing mode.
ow- and high-spectral resolution observing modes are available.
urther details on the instrument can be found in Balcells et al.
 2010 ), Dalton et al. ( 2014 ), Dalton ( 2016 ), and Jin et al. (in 
reparation). 
A number of surv e ys will be carried out with WEAVE in the

ext few years, one of which is the WEAVE Wide-field Cluster
urv e y (WWFCS; K uchner et al. in preparation). The WWFCS will
tilize the 1000 fibre-fed MOS to study the infall regions of galaxy
lusters in unprecedented detail. The WWFCS will observe up to 20
lusters at low redshift (0.04 < z < 0.07) and will return spectra for
housands of cluster members for each cluster, out to several virial
adii. The sample consists of galaxy clusters previously observed in
he WINGS (Fasano et al. 2006 ) and OmegaWINGS (Moretti et al.
017 ) surv e ys. The WINGS sample co v ers a wide range of cluster
asses ( σ = 500 −1200 km s −1 ; log L X = 43.3 −45 erg s −1 ; virial
asses log ( M cl /M �) = 13.8 −15.5). The WWFCS-selected clusters

av e v elocity dispersions and X-ray luminosities that are statistically
ndistinguishable from the parent sample and are, therefore, unbiased
n terms of their mass distribution (Kuchner et al. in preparation).
he WWFCS will use the low-spectral resolution ( R ∼ 5000) mode
nd obtain optical spectra in the 366 nm < λ < 959 nm range.
hese spectra will yield accurate redshifts, velocity dispersions as
ell as quantitative information on the star formation histories of the
ifferent galaxy populations. 
The WWFCS observing strategy is illustrated by Fig. 1 . We show

 simulated galaxy cluster (cf. Section 2.2 ) o v erlaid with WEAVE
-degree diameter MOS fields (white circles). The inner yellow
ashed circle corresponds to the cluster’s R 200 , the radius at which
he density is equal to two hundred times the critical density of
he Universe. The outer yellow dot-dashed circle corresponds to
NRAS 517, 1678–1694 (2022) 
 R 200 . Note the large o v er- and underdense regions reaching far out
rom the very dense cluster core. The large field of view we will
e able to co v er with WEAVE will allow us to explore and map
hese environments – including filaments – in great detail, reaching
uch larger cluster-centric distances than hitherto possible (beyond
 R 200 ), and also study the properties of the galaxies that inhabit 
hem. 

.2 THETHREEHUNDRED galaxy cluster simulations 

HETHREEHUNDRED 

1 project (Cui et al. 2018 ) is a set of zoom-
n resimulations of the Multidark Dark Matter only (MDPL2)
osmological simulations (Klypin et al. 2016 ). MDPL2 is a periodic
ube of comoving length 1 h 

−1 Gpc containing 3840 3 dark matter
articles, each with mass 1 . 5 × 10 9 h 

−1 M �. MDPL2 uses Planck
osmology ( �M 

= 0.307, �B = 0.048, �� 

= 0.693, h = 0.678, σ 8 

 0.823, n s = 0.96). 
This simulation suite extracts the 324 most massive individual

egions ( M vir > 8 × 10 14 h −1 M �), follows them back to their
nitial conditions and resimulates the hydrodynamics of the volume
urrounding a 15 h −1 Mpc radius sphere enclosing the cluster
nd its environment at a higher resolution. Outside of this high-
esolution region are a set of consecutive shells, hosting lower mass
esolution particles that reproduce the tidal fields of the large-scale
tructure at a reduced computational cost. The highest resolution dark
atter particles are divided into dark matter and gas, following the

osmological baryonic fraction using the Planck 2015 cosmology:
b / �M 

≈ 0.16. This gives a combined mass resolution of m DM 

+
 gas = 1.5 × 10 9 h −1 M �. There are 128 individual time snapshots

or all 324 zoomed-in Lagrangian regions, ranging from z = 17 to z
 0. Throughout this work, we use the last snapshot at z = 0 given

he low redshift of the WWFCS sample. 
These zoom-in re-simulations have been run with the smoothed-

article hydrodynamics codes (SPH): GADGET-MUSIC (Sembolini
t al. 2012 ), GADGET-X (Beck et al. 2015 ; Rasia et al. 2015 ), and
esh-less code GIZMO-SIMBA (Dav ́e et al. 2019 ; Cui et al. 2022 ).
e only focus on GADGET-X that incorporates full-physics galaxy

ormation, star formation, and feedback from both SNe and AGN.
he work in this paper utilizes the AMIGA Halo Finder (Gill, Knebe
 Gibson 2004 ; Knebe et al. 2011 ) to determine the halo properties.
THETHREEHUNDRED simulations provide a useful testbed to

evelop the observational strategy and forecast the performance
f the WWFCS. First, the large volume of the parent dark-matter
imulation (MDPL2) ensures a high number of massive clusters are
vailable for statistical purposes. Secondly, the high-resolution re-
imulations reach out as far as 15 h 

−1 Mpc from each cluster centre,
omparable to the area that the WEAVE observations will co v er. The
 xtensiv e information available fromg the cluster centre all the way
o beyond 5 R 200 allows us to study all the environments present –
rom individual galaxy haloes to filaments, groups, and the cluster 
ore. 

This data set has already been used previously to generate
heoretical expectations with the WWFCS in mind. For instance,
uchner et al. ( 2021a ) quantified the impact of redshift space dis-

ortions (‘Fingers of God’) on the identification of cosmic filaments.
hey found that trying to correct for this effect statistically in the
irialized regions of clusters and groups does not lead to a more
eliable extraction of the ‘true’ filamentary networks. For this reason,
uchner et al. ( 2021a ) forecast that the identification of the cosmic

art/stac2777_f1.eps
https://the300-project.org/
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eb in the regions surrounding massive clusters using spectroscopic 
urv e ys should rely primarily on the 2D positions of the galaxies
n the sky. Ho we ver, they also point out that accurate spectroscopic
edshifts are crucial in defining and isolating the cluster volume from
hich these galaxies should be selected. 

 G E N E R AT I O N  O F  M O C K  OBSERVATIONS  

his section describes the framework we have developed to create 
ock observations and their optimization using the simulated clus- 

ers. We also discuss how we use WEAVE’s fibre allocation algorithm 

o generate realistic WWFCS-like ‘simul-observed’ galaxy samples 
rom the simulations, and the method for identifying the cosmic web 
sing these samples. In other words, we describe the steps we take
o go from simulations to observations. 

.1 Optimizing the WWFCS field positions 

t is important to optimize the observational strategy of upcoming 
ide-field spectroscopic surv e ys to impro v e the reliability of the
lament extraction process while maximizing the observational 
fficiency. The WWFCS can place MOS fibres on targets o v er a 2-
eg-diameter field (Fig. 1 ). In order to map the filamentary structures
hat feed clusters it is necessary to maximize the spatial co v erage,
eaching out to and beyond 5 R 200 . Such radial co v erage is a good
ompromise between the available observing time and the need to 
o v er as far as possible into the infall regions around the clusters
Kuchner et al. in preparation). We therefore need to design a tiling
trate gy to co v er a circular re gion around the clusters that reaches
 R 200 using the minimum number of WEAVE fields (or pointings).
he tiling strategy we have used to find the optimal position of the
EAVE pointings for each WWFCS cluster is described in detail 

n Appendix A (see examples in Figs 1 , 3 , and 4 ). The ‘simul-
bserv ations’ described belo w follo w the same strategy. We note that
y applying this optimization process we have been able to reduce the
equired number of pointings (and thus the required observing time) 
y ∼ 15 per cent from our initial estimate, allowing us to increase 
he number of clusters we will be able to observe in the available
ime from ∼16 to ∼17–19 without compromising the accuracy of 
ur filament mapping. 

.2 Deriving WWFCS cluster properties 

n order to de velop mock-observ ations from the simulations, we need
o determine the properties of the clusters selected for the WWFCS. 

e firstly calculate R 200 and M 200 (the radius and mass where the
ensity is 200 times the critical density of the Universe) of the
lusters using their spectroscopic redshift z and velocity dispersion 
from the WINGS surv e y (Moretti et al. 2017 ) using the following

quation (Finn et al. 2005 ; Poggianti et al. 2010 ): 

 200 = 

1 . 73 σ

( �� 

+ �M 

(1 + z) 3 ) 1 / 2 
. (1) 

he cluster mass inside R 200 ( M 200 ) can then be estimated using this
alue and the critical density of the universe. The complete list of
he WWFCS targets and their properties can be found in Kuchner 
t al. (in preparation). The bottom panel of Fig. 2 shows the mass
istributions of the WWFCS cluster sample (blue) and those from 

HETHREEHUNDRED simulations (orange). The mass distribution of 
he simulated clusters is skewed towards higher masses than those 
f the clusters selected for the WWFCS. This is to be expected
ince THETHREEHUNDRED resimulates the most massive haloes in 
 large cosmological volume, making it possible to find the rarest
bjects. By contrast, the clusters selected for the WWFCS are more
epresentative of clusters at low redshift and deliberately span a large
ange in X-ray luminosity (Section 2.1 ). We address this mismatch
n next section. 

.3 Generating the simulated cluster and galaxy samples 

e discuss now the generation of the clusters and galaxies that
ill be included in our mock observations using the halo data

rom THETHREEHUNDRED . The main aim is to create mock sample
nalogues to the ones we expect from the WWFCS. 

First, we impose some quality constraints on the cluster haloes 
n the simulations so that we only select the highest quality data.

e confine our study to the high resolution region of the cluster
e-simulation, a spherical region with a radius of 15 h 

−1 Mpc centred
n the cluster centre. We then require that the mass fraction in high-
esolution particles for the zoom simulation needs to be greater than
.99 ( fM hires > 0.99). This criterion rejects low-resolution dark matter
articles that may ha ve tra velled inwards into the high-resolution
egion during the simulation of the clusters evolution. Finally, we 
nly accept haloes with a mass greater than the simulation resolution
3 × 10 10 M �), corresponding to 20 dark matter particles, as explained
n Kuchner et al. ( 2020 ). 

.3.1 Creating mass-matched cluster samples 

n order to make a meaningful comparison between the clusters from
HETHREEHUNDRED simulations and the WWFCS clusters, we need 

o create a sample of simulated clusters whose masses match those
f the observational sample. Past studies have shown that for a flat
niverse, on scales large enough to neglect baryonic physics, dark 
atter haloes evolve self-similarly (Kaiser 1986 ; Mostoghiu et al. 

018 ). Self-similarity implies that the dark matter distribution (and 
ence the location of dark-matter haloes) in less massive galaxy 
lusters is well represented by that of more massive clusters that
ave been scaled down appropriately taking into account their mass 
atio. 

To have reasonable statistics, our goal is to create a mass-
atched sample of simulated WWFCS cluster analogues containing 

0 simulated clusters for each WWFCS cluster. Because dark matter 
aloes evolve self similarly on large scales, we are able to do so using
he large sample of simulated clusters from THETHREEHUNDRED 

roject. 
We describe in detail the methodology behind the mass-scaling of 

he simulated clusters in Appendix B . In short, when the mass of a
WFCS cluster is too small to be able to find similar mass clusters

n THETHREEHUNDRED simulations, we use a mass scaling factor 
 F to reduce the mass of all the simulated clusters to approximately
atch the mass of the WWFCS cluster. The mass of each individual

ark matter halo in the rele v ant cluster simulation is also scaled
own by the same factor, and included in the halo sample if its
ass is abo v e a mass threshold. These mass thresholds are chosen

o ensure that the number of galaxy-mass haloes in each simulated
luster approximately matches that expected in the observed cluster. 
or each WWFCS cluster, ten analogue clusters with similar masses 
re randomly selected from the scaled clusters. 

Fig. 2 demonstrates that three values of the mass-scaling factor M F 

1, 2, and 5) are sufficient to provide enough mass-matched simulated
lusters. Of course, M F = 1 implies no scaling is applied. The bottom
anel shows the mass distribution of the WWFCS clusters (black) 
MNRAS 517, 1678–1694 (2022) 
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Figure 2. Bottom panel: Normalized cluster count as a function of cluster mass showing the mass distribution of the WWFCS clusters (solid blue line) and 
THETHREEHUNDRED un-scaled clusters ( M F = 1, solid orange line), and scaled by M F = 2 (green dashed line) and M F = 5 (red dot–dashed line). Three scaling 
values ( M F = 1, 2, and 5) are sufficient to fully co v er the mass range of the WWFCS cluster sample. Top panel: The number of galaxy haloes contained within 
5 R 200, scaled for each simulated cluster as a function of cluster mass is displayed by the small dots and the coloured density distribution. Red crosses correspond 
to the mass-matched simulated clusters (ten per WWFCS cluster). This gives an indication of the approximate number of galaxies that can be ‘observed’ in each 
cluster simul-observation. 
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ogether with that of the un-scaled and scaled THETHREEHUNDRED

lusters. The orange, green, and red histograms represent the mass
istributions of all 324 simulated clusters with M F = 1, 2, and 5,
espectively. 

.3.2 Scaling cluster properties 

a ving b uilt a mass-matched sample of simulated clusters, we now
escribe how the spatial properties of the clusters and subhaloes
linear and angular size, halo positions) are likewise scaled. 

The radius of the mass-scaled clusters R 200, scaled can be derived
rom the relationship between R 200 and M 200 , adapted from Poggianti
t al. ( 2010 ), 

 

3 
200 = 

M 200 

K × h 

2 ( �� 

+ (1 + z) 3 �0 ) 
, (2) 

here K = 2 . 32 × 10 14 M �Mpc −3 , making M 200 = M 200, scaled . The
patial coordinates x , y , and z of all the haloes in the cluster (and thus
heir clustercentric distances) are therefore multiplied by a factor
 200, scaled / R 200, unscaled . 
For each WWFCS cluster the angular diameter distance is cal-

ulated using their redshifts (Moretti et al. 2017 ) with the adopted
osmology. Next, for each of the corresponding 10 analogue simu-
ated clusters, we convert 3D positions to angular distances between
he haloes and the centre of their clusters, and thus their relative
ositions on the simulated sky. 
The top panel of Fig. 2 displays the number of galaxy haloes

ontained within 5 R 200, scaled from their cluster centres as a function
f cluster mass (small dots and density distribution). The red crosses
orrespond to the clusters in the mass-matched sample (ten per

WFCS cluster). Note that the planned WWFCS observations will
enerally co v er well be yond ∼5 R 200 (cf. K uchner et al. in prepration;
NRAS 517, 1678–1694 (2022) 
ee also Fig. 1 and Appendix A ), and therefore, the number of
otential targets for each cluster shown in the figure is a conservative
ower limit. 

.3.3 Defining galaxy sample and properties 

o bring our mock ‘observational’ sample closer to the real ob-
ervations, each of the WWFCS clusters’ mass-matched simulated
nalogues are placed at the appropriate redshift and sky location. We
hen allocate WEAVE pointings using the field positions determined
n Appendix A . Only haloes co v ered by these pointings will be
onsidered as possible spectroscopic targets. 

Galaxy-size dark-matter haloes in each simulated cluster are then
iven in-fibre magnitudes in the SDSS r -band (similar to the ones that
ill be used the observational target selection) following a simple
rocedure that ensures the target galaxies have comparable numbers
nd magnitude ranges to the planned observations. The actual galaxy
agnitudes have no impact on the findings of this paper, but the fibre

llocation programme Configure (Terrett et al. 2014 ) requires
hem as input. Explicitly, the total r -band magnitude of a galaxy is
stimated from the mass of the simulated halo using the equation 

 total = W − 2 . 5 log 10 ( M halo / M �) , (3) 

here W is a constant that is calculated by mapping the least massive
aloes in each simulated cluster (Appendix B ) to the planned r -band
imit of the WWFCS spectroscopic observation ( r total < 19.75, cor-
esponding to an approximate galaxy stellar mass limit of ∼ 10 9 M �,
uchner et al. in preparation). An average offset between total and

n-fibre magnitudes of 1 . 75 mag, estimated through a least-square
t to the appropriate SDSS magnitudes, is then applied. The in-
bre magnitude limit of the WWFCS galaxy sample is therefore
 fibre < 21.50, which sets the planned exposure times of ∼ 1 hour.
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Table 1. Target priorities used in Configure . 

Object type 
Target priority 

p 

Cluster galaxy 10 
Background galaxy 1 
Sky position 1 
Cluster galaxy with one fibre already allocated 1 
Background galaxy with one fibre already 
allocated 

0 

Sky position with one fibre already allocated 0 
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his exposure time is expected to yield reasonable signal-to-noise 
atio (S/N > 5 per Å, for all the spectra up to this magnitude limit),
nd we therefore expect close to 100 per cent redshift completeness 
or the observed (and thus mock) galaxies (see Kuchner et al. in
reparation). We use a simple procedure to allocate magnitudes to 
he galaxy-sized dark matter haloes here, as the results in this paper
nly require accurate spatial distributions of mock galaxies and their 
xpected number densities. Our simple approach ensures this without 
elying on uncertain model galaxy properties. As Cui et al. ( 2018 )
how (see e.g. their fig. 8), large uncertainties still remain in the model
bserved magnitudes and colours, and the results depend strongly on 
he specific baryonic model used, particularly at low galaxy masses. 

hile the simulations have appropriate resolution to yield reliable 
asses and locations for the dark matter haloes, the additional step of

redicting observable properties through the available hydrodynamic 
r semi-analytic models would require making uncertain choices that 
re not necessary for our purposes. 

At this point, we have created a set of 160 simulated galaxy
lusters (10 per WWFCS target cluster), populated them with mock 
alaxies, placed them at the appropriate redshift and sky position, 
nd co v ered them with WEAVE pointings e xactly as those planned
n the observations. 

.4 Allocating spectroscopic fibres to mock galaxies using 
onfigure 

n integral part of creating mock observations is to carry out a
ealistic allocation of spectroscopic fibres to the mock galaxies, since 
his process can potentially distort and limit the spatial information 
hat can be derived from the real observations. Geometric and 

echanical constraints (such as fibre collisions and o v erlap) mean 
hat it is not possible to assign fibres to all the galaxies on a pointing.

Optimizing fibre allocation is not a trivial task, and sophisticated 
oftware is generally used to reduce costly human intervention. Con- 
igure is the programme that WEAVE will use to find an optimal
et of assignments of fibres to positions on the sky (Terrett et al.
014 ). Each field (or pointing) will contain not only science targets,
ut also a set of calibration objects and guide stars. Configure uses
 probabilistic technique named ‘simulated annealing’ (Kirkpatrick 
 Gelatt 1983 ) to simulate the thermal motion of a system to be

ptimized. The ‘energy’ of each fibre with a target assigned to it
s given by (1.0 + s )/ p , where s is a measure of how straight the
bre is and p , the target priority, is an integer value between 0 and
0 that is used to prioritize objects on the fields. In our case, we
ssign a maximum priority of 10 to all of the cluster mock galaxy
embers, and lower values to other targets (Table 1 ). The algorithm

hen optimizes the fibre allocation by finding the configuration with 
he lowest ‘energy’ by swapping the position of fibres until the 

inimum is found. 
This process determines the galaxies that will be allocated a 
bre and therefore decides which galaxies will have spectroscopic 

nformation. It may play a crucial role in determining the accuracy in
xtracting cosmic-web information from the WWFCS observations, 
nd its effect will be thoroughly tested in this paper. 

To make a more realistic analogue to the planned observations, 
efore running Configure we pollute our target catalogues 
ith background objects. We randomly place 1400 background 
bjects on each WEAVE field, corresponding to a number density 

450 deg −2 . This is somewhat larger than the galaxy number
ensity corresponding to an in-fibre magnitude limit r fibre < 21.5, 
he planned WWFCS limit, but o v erpopulating the background is
ot a problem because these objects will be assigned a low priority
f 1 (see T able 1 ). W e note that the background objects are not
esigned to be representative of the larger-scale cosmic web, but 
re implemented to test the usage of free fibres (i.e. fibres that have
ot been assigned to cluster members according to their photometric 
edshifts). This is especially rele v ant further away from the cluster
entre as fibres are then free to be placed on background targets if
hey are brighter than the magnitude limit. In this paper, we stress-
est this assumption by putting a slightly exaggerated number of 
ackground targets in the catalogue to compete with higher priority 
luster targets. If their spectroscopic redshifts from the WWFCS 

eject them from cluster membership, they will not feature in the
lament finding, as described in Section 3.5.1 . For this paper, we
ssume that the vast majority of our WEAVE target selection –
ased on magnitude, colour, and precise photometric redshifts –
orrectly rejects galaxies that lie outside the volume in space that
orresponds to TheThreeHundered volume. This is supported 
y our tests using available observational data of the cluster centres.
hile we will only know the exact number after analysing early
EAVE observations, we can expect that not every background 

alaxy will be identified correctly. In practice, we will therefore use
 range of priorities for background objects. Ho we ver, gi ven the high
uality of the J-PLUS photometric redshifts (Cenarro et al. 2019 ), in
ombination with conserv ati v e colour and magnitude cuts, we e xpect
he percentage of interlopers to be small and that the majority of
ackground objects can be accurately de-prioritized. We keep them 

n the target catalogue for the sole reason that unallocated fibres can
e used and they do not feature in our filament finding, as described
n Section 3.5.1 . 

Finally, the input catalogues fed to Configure contains also 
lank sky positions for sky-subtraction purposes. These correspond 
o real celestial positions devoid of objects visible in SDSS images
f the target clusters. They are given a priority of 1. Although in
ll cases we have more suitable sky positions, Configure is set to
llocate a maximum of 50 sky fibres per field, as per the observational
trategy described in Kuchner et al. 

Therefore, each WEAVE field target list consists of N gal cluster 
alaxies, determined by the simulated cluster galaxy sample (see 
ection 3.3.3 and Fig. 2 ), N sky sky positions, and N back = 1400

N gal − N sky background targets. As mentioned abo v e, the e xact
umber of background objects does not matter, and we limit N back 

n this way to keep the size of the target catalogues small enough to
eep the Configure running time manageable. 

To fully ‘configure’ a cluster’s mock-observation we need to 
pply the Configure software to each individual WEAVE field (or 
ointing) sequentially, taking into account that these pointing o v erlap
Figs 3 and 4 ) and that the central pointing will be observed twice
n order to deal with the high density of targets in the cluster core
Kuchner et al. in preparation). The aim of the process is to maximize
he number of target galaxies with at least one fibre allocated.
MNRAS 517, 1678–1694 (2022) 
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Figure 3. A demonstration of the process of ‘configuration’, the allocation of spectroscopic fibres to targets, on a simulated cluster mass-matched to WWFCS 
cluster RX0058 ( M ∼ 4 . 3 × 10 14 M �, R 200 ∼ 1 . 54 Mpc), an average mass WWFCS cluster. Left-hand panel: Mock ‘observation’ of the simulated cluster 
containing eight 2-deg diameter WEAVE fields. Blue points show the positions on the sky of the simulated galaxies. Middle panel: Zoom-in on the central field 
from the plot on the left, with the simulated target galaxies before fibre configuration shown as red points. There are 667 simulated cluster members that are 
potentially observable in this field. Right-hand panel: The same central field after configuration, where 567 cluster members have been assigned a fibre (blue 
dots), while galaxies without a fibre are shown in red. 

Figure 4. Results for the full configuration process of one simulated analogue to cluster RX0058. We plan to observe this cluster using eight WEAVE individual 
pointings (black circles). The central pointing will be observed twice given the high density of targets in the cluster core. For this cluster, 74 per cent of its 
simulated galaxies have at least one fibre allocated and 69 per cent background objects also have allocated fibres. Top left: All cluster members (blue dots) that 
could be assigned a fibre. Top middle-left: Galaxies with one fibre assigned (green dots). Top middle-right: Galaxies with two fibres assigned (red dots). Top 
right: combined sample of target galaxies with one or two fibres (purple dots). Bottom left: Galaxies with no fibre allocated (grey crosses). Bottom middle-left: 
background objects allocated one fibre (orange dots) and blank sky positions assigned one fibre (salmon dots). Bottom right: Fractional target completeness 
(i.e. fraction of cluster galaxy targets with one or two fibres; see Section 4.1 ) in clustercentric distance bins. R 200 and the radius of the central WEAVE field are 
plotted for reference. The bin width is one-sixth of the radius of one WEAVE pointing (i.e. one-sixth of one degree). 
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aximizing the number of galaxies with measured spectroscopic
edshifts, particularly in the cluster outskirts and infall regions, is a
ey goal of the observational strategy that will enable a more accurate
apping of the cosmic web. 
Each field intersects a minimum of three other fields, meaning

hat target objects in the o v erlap re gion hav e multiple chances of
NRAS 517, 1678–1694 (2022) 
aving a fibre allocated. To obtain information on data quality and
epeatability, it is desirable to have some repeated observations, but
e do not want these to have a significant impact on the final sample
f galaxies with redshifts. We therefore aim at no more than ∼10–20
er cent of the cluster galaxies to be observed twice and we chose
o not artificially select an upper limit on the number of galaxies
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Figure 5. Example filament network extracted with different persistence 
thresholds. Top row: Persistence = 2 σ . Bottom row: Persistence = 3 σ . All 
plots correspond to the same cluster. Left column: KDE smoothed matter 
density distribution with the extracted filament network o v erlaid. Right 
column: Filament network only. 
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bserved twice as we want to minimize the number of empty fibers.
e thus allow target galaxies to have at most two fibres allocated (in

eparate pointings), but sky positions and background galaxies are 
nly allocated one fibre at most. This process is controlled by the
onfigure targeting priorities (Table 1 ). 2 

For all simulated clusters, we sequentially apply Configure to 
ach WEAVE field (see Fig. 4 ). We start with the central one, which
e configure twice, and then continue with the outer fields. After each 

tep, we update the priorities for all objects in the target list taking
nto account whether an object (cluster galaxy, background galaxy, 
r sky position) has been allocated a fibre in a previous iteration. If
 cluster galaxy has already been allocated one fibre, its priority is
educed to 1. If it has already been allocated 2 fibres, its priority goes
o 0. Background galaxies and sky positions with fibres allocated 
reviously get also a priority of 0 (Table 1 ). The process is illustrated
ith one example for the cluster RX0058 in Figs 3 and 4 . Obviously,
e are not able to allocate a fibre to each target cluster galaxy. In

he typical cluster shown in these figures, 74 per cent of the cluster
alaxies have at least one fibre assigned, with little radial variation 
eyond the radius of the inner WEAVE field. The success rate there
s higher despite the higher density because this field is observed 
wice. Beyond that, no strong spatial biases are apparent, but we 
ill analyse quantitatively the effect the configuration process has 
n our ability to map the large-scale structure and filaments around 
he clusters next. 

.5 Cosmic web extraction method 

he rationale of this paper is to assess the ability of upcoming
pectroscopic surv e ys such as the WWFCS to accurately map 
nd characterize the cosmic web. We describe in this section the 
echniques we use for that purpose. 

.5.1 DisPerSE 

o map the large-scale structure around clusters and extract filaments, 
e utilize the topological structures extractor DisPerSE (Sousbie 
011 ; Sousbie, Pichon & Kawahara 2011 ), which uses the concept
f Morse theory (Stein et al. 1963 ) applied to matter distributions.
t identifies structures, such as nodes, walls, knots, and voids as
omponents of the Morse-Smale complex – the set of all ascending 
anifolds of the input function – and is able to classify regions 

sing critical points and integral lines (nulls of the density field and
angents to the critical points). DisPerSE identifies topologically 
ignificant regions in the Delaunay-2D/3D tessellation density field 
y taking a set of discrete 2D or 3D positions (positions of haloes,
ock g alaxies, g as particles, etc.). It computes a set of segments

epresenting the skeleton of the filamentary network. 
In what follows, DisPerSE is run in 2D on the sky positions

f the simulated cluster galaxies to mimic the observations since, 
ncertainties in the radial position of the galaxies due to peculiar 
elocities mean than filament extraction in 2D is preferable when 
edshifts (and not true distances) are available (Kuchner et al. 2020 ,
021a ). 
DisPerSE analyses the topology of the pre-defined region and 

nds the saddle points that join together the main nodes set by
 pre-defined ‘persistence’ threshold. The theory of persistence 
llows a user to account for uncertainty and Poisson noise in data
 In this e x ercise, we do not include the flux calibration targets and guide stars 
ince given their small numbers they have a negligible effect in our results. 

p  

n  

o  

a  
ets (in terms of σ ) and is analogous to signal-to-noise ratio for
bservations. When extracting filaments with DisPerSE , setting 
 higher persistence threshold returns only the most robust, topo- 
ogically significant, large-scale structure. Lower persistence values 
nable the detection of smaller tendrils. Therefore, there is a trade-
ff between the number of filaments that are extracted and their
strophysical significance. Fig. 5 demonstrates the implementation 
f different persistence thresholds. Both filamentary networks shown 
re derived by DisPerSE with the same input galaxy positions but
sing two different persistence values, 2 σ and 3 σ . It is evident that
he least robust filament segments are not present in the network
ssociated with higher persistence. Therefore, persistence strongly 
ictates the level of structure that is extracted, and it is important
he its value is optimized for the scientific application intended. 
n the analysis that follows we will use a persistence of 2.5 σ for
he simulated reference network and 2.1 σ for the network obtained 
rom the analogue observations (after Configure is applied). We 
se different persistence values as the underlying density field will 
hange upon target selection for each cluster. These choices are 
ustified in Appendix C. There is also a smoothing parameter that
s input into the Disperse runs that influences the rigidity of the
dentified filament paths. We chose a smoothing parameter of 5, as
sed in Kuchner et al. ( 2020 ), although using values between 1 and
 has virtually no impact our results. 

.5.2 Dealing with boundary conditions 

he complex 2D geometrical shape defined by the positions of the
EAVE pointings that will tile each cluster and its environment (Ap-

endix A ) influences the features that are detected by DisPerSE ,
articularly near the boundaries. If the shape of the field tiling is
ot properly accounted for, artificial nodes are detected that trace the
uter boundary of the sky region covered by the WEAVE fields. To
 v oid that we populate the region outside the boundaries of the area
MNRAS 517, 1678–1694 (2022) 
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Figure 6. Illustration of the methods used to calculate D skel and cosmic connectivity. Left-hand panel: The reference filament network (red) and ‘configured’ 
network (green) are plotted on top of the KDE-smoothed halo density distribution of a simulated cluster, an analogue to WWFCS cluster RX0058. A filament is 
the amalgamation of many discrete segments, as clearly seen in the middle panel. Middle panel: Zoom-in on the region shown by the pink box on the left-hand 
panel, where the two networks show large differences to demonstrate how D skel is calculated (see Section 4.2.1 ). Right-hand panel: Zoom-in on the cluster core 
(yellow box in the left-hand panel), only plotting the reference network for illustrative purposes. The circle corresponds to R 200 and is used to calculate the 
connectivity as the number of filaments that stem from the main node and cross the R 200 circle (see Section 4.2.2 ). For this cluster, the connectivity has a value 
of three. 

Figure 7. Illustration of the reco v ery of the filament network around a simulated analogue of the RX0058 cluster, the same cluster as Fig. 6 . Left-hand panel: 
KDE-smoothed density distribution of the simulated cluster galaxies with reference filament network in red. Middle panel: As the left-hand panel, but showing 
the density distribution and filament network (green line) reco v ered from the ‘configured’ (mock-observed) galaxy sample. Right-hand panel: D skel distribution 
function obtained going from the reference network to the ‘configured’ network (R2C) and vice-versa (C2R), as described in the text. The thick vertical line 
represents the medians of each distribution, while the shaded yellow region corresponds to the 25th and 75th percentiles. The dot–dashed black line represents the 
typical radius of a filament ( ∼ 1 Mpc). The values of the medians and the percentage of segments with D skel > 1 Mpc are shown in the legend. We normalized 
the PDFs to have a common peak value. 
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o v ered by the planned WEAVE pontings with a random uniform
istribution of artificial galaxies that will act as ‘guard particles’ (cf.
ousbie 2011 ) to prevent the appearance of these artificial nodes
nd their associated filaments. The surface density of the artificial
alaxies is chosen to be similar to that of cluster galaxies in the
uter regions. In practice, the number density of galaxies that lie
eyond 2 R 200 is computed for each cluster, and a random uniform
istribution of ‘guard particles’ with this number density is added
utside the outer boundary of the ‘observed’ fields, reaching 7.5 R 200 .
fter testing different values for this radius, we find that the reco v ered
etworks are very similar when one increases the guard particle
oundary beyond 7.5 R 200 . This is sufficiently far away from the
luster centre to prevent the true filamentary network being distorted
y the irregular boundaries. 
NRAS 517, 1678–1694 (2022) 
The positions of cluster members and ’guard particles’ are fed
nto DisPerSE and, once the filament network is computed by the
lament finder, we truncate the network outside of the ‘observed’
egion, keeping only the filament segments inside. This procedure
orks remarkably well, and visual inspection indicates that spurious
odes and filaments associated with the boundaries are eliminated
ithout affecting the filament network inside the observed fields. 

 RESULTS  A N D  DI SCUSSI ON  

ith all the necessary elements in place, in what follows we
ill compare the filamentary networks that are extracted using
isPerSE before and after applying the MOS ‘fibre configuration’
rocess. In other words, we will quantify the difference between
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Figure 8. D skel distributions for all the simulated WWFCS cluster analogues. Each panel shows the individual cluster comparison (thin lines) and the average 
for the 10 simulated cluster mass-matched to each WWFCS cluster (thick lines). The format of each panel follows that of the right-hand panel of Fig. 7 . There 
is little variation in D skel o v er different WWFCS analogue clusters and the D skel median is al w ays much less than a typical filament radius of 1 Mpc. 
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he filaments extracted when all simulated galaxies are fed into 
isPerSE with those we obtained if we only use the ‘mock- 
bserved’ galaxy sample, where some galaxies are lost due to fibre-
ositioning constraints. This will allow us to forecast the impact 
hat realistic observational constraint will have on the information 
e can derive about the filamentary networks around clusters from 

pectroscopic surv e y like the WWFCS. 

.1 Reco v ery of cluster galaxies after Configure 

hysical constraints from the fibre positioner imply that we will 
ev er hav e a 100 per cent completeness of cluster galaxies. Some
alaxies won’t be targeted as they will appear too close together as
ell as the constraint of fibre o v erlap. Therefore, the first test to
uantify the success of the WEAVE-like MOS fibre configuration is 
o estimate the fraction of simulated cluster galaxies with at least one
bre assigned. A high fraction – particularly outside the cluster core 
will help us achieve our science goals. The o v erall av erage fraction
f galaxies co v ered by the WEAVE pointings with at least one fibre
llocated (o v erall target completeness) is 72 . 7 per cent ± 1 . 7 per cent ,
here the errors denote the scatter of the values for the 160 simulated

lusters. If we restrict our calculation to the regions outside the central 
ointing, which is dominated by the cluster core, the corresponding 
raction (outer target completeness) is 81 . 7 per cent ± 1 . 3 per cent .

e argue that this value is more rele v ant than the o v erall one when
ealing with the characterization of the filament network since the 
MNRAS 517, 1678–1694 (2022) 
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M

Figure 9. Stacked probability density function (top panel) and cumulative density function (lower panel) of the D skel distributions corresponding to all the 
simulated clusters shown in Fig. 8 . The positional difference in the networks is minimal – our mock observations of filaments around galaxy clusters successfully 
recreate the ‘true’ simulated filament network. 
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hole cluster core will behave just as a single node (Kuchner et al.
020 , 2021a ). 
We have checked whether the fraction of galaxies selected by

onfigure depends on galaxy mass. If we divide the galaxy sample at
he median mass into two equal subsamples, we find that the fraction
f high-mass galaxies that are ‘configured’ is ∼77 per cent, while the
orresponding fraction of low-mass galaxies is ∼69 per cent. This is
ue to the fact that the central regions of the cluster, which contain
 higher fraction of massive galaxies – high-mass galaxies cluster
ore strongly than low-mass ones – are observed twice. Beyond
2 R 200 the fractions are approximately equal. 
We find that, while the o v erall target completeness stays relatively

onstant as a function of cluster mass, the outer target completeness
ecreases slightly for higher cluster masses. This not surprising since
he more massive clusters will have larger cores and a higher surface
ensity of galaxies at all radii. In any case, the sample size reduction
nduced by the observational constraints seems moderate at all radii.

Note also that the very high number of WEAVE fibres will
llow us to observe thousands of background objects per cluster
Fig. 4 ), providing a thorough test of the accuracy of our photometric
edshifts and the quantification of any the possible biases their
nclusion in the target selection may introduce (see Kuchner et al. in 
reparation). 

.2 Filament network comparison metrics 

e have found that the completeness rates we find are encour-
gingly high, suggesting that the sample size statistics will not
e very severely impacted by the observational constraints. We
ow need to check whether this sample reduction introduces any
iases or changes in the properties of the reco v ered filamentary 
etworks. 
NRAS 517, 1678–1694 (2022) 
.2.1 Skeleton distance 

 useful metric designed to quantify the accuracy of filament
xtraction is the ‘skeleton distance’ D skel (Malavasi et al. 2016 ;
aigle et al. 2017 ; Sarron et al. 2019 ). After running the cosmic
eb extractor software ( DisPerSE in our case), we obtain a series
f segments that delineate the cosmic filamentary structure. When
omparing two different networks derived in the same region of
pace, D skel measures the distance between the start of a segment
n the reference network and the nearest one in the other network.
he segments that are found are much smaller than the length of
 typical filament, allowing us to use the position of the start of a
egment as a proxy of a segments position. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 .
he left-hand panel shows two filamentary networks, the reference
ne derived from the full simulated cluster galaxy sample in red,
nd the ‘configured’ network reco v ered from the mock-observed
alaxy sample in green. The middle panel shows an enlarged
ersion of the pink-boxed region of the left-hand panel, where the
ifferences between the red and green networks are largest, showing
he individual segments. The right-hand panel illustrates how we
alculate cluster connectivity and is discussed in Section 4.2.2 . The
 skel values are calculated for each segment in the reference network
y finding the distance to the nearest segment in the ‘configured’
etwork. Note that the calculation can also be done in the opposite
irection, starting from the segments in the ‘configured’ network
nstead, and the distribution of D skel values will not be necessarily
he same (see below). In both cases, the distribution of D skel values
uantifies how well both filament networks match each other. 
Fig. 7 shows the reference network (left-hand panel) and the

configured’ network (middle panel) for one of the simulated clusters
ass-matched to one of the WWFCS target clusters, RX0058.
he right-hand panel shows the normalized probability distribution

unction for D skel , calculated going from the reference network to the
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configured’ one (R2C, in green) and vice versa (C2R, in red). The
edian values are indicated. Both medians are much smaller than the 

ypical radius of filaments ( ∼ 1 Mpc; Kuchner et al. 2020 ). A large
roportion of D skel > 1 Mpc would indicate that a filament in this
luster has no counterpart in the corresponding mock-observational 
luster. Note that, typically, the median D skel, R2C is smaller than 
he median D skel, C2R because there are generally more segments in 
he reference network than in the ‘configured’ one, and thus the 
ikelihood of finding a nearer corresponding segment is higher in the 
2C direction. If both networks are very similar, both D skel median 
alues will not only be very small but also very similar to each other.
herefore, the median values of D skel and their ratio can be used to
uantify the accuracy of filament network reconstruction and also to 
erive the optimal parameters used by DisPerSE (see Appendix C ).
Another measure of the similarity between the reference and 

configured’ filament networks is provided by the fraction of D skel 

alues that are larger than ∼ 1 Mpc (the typical radius of filaments).
he right-hand panel of Fig. 7 shows that this fraction is also

eassuringly small ( ∼ 10 per cent ) in both cases. 

.2.2 Cluster connectivity 

nother useful parameter to quantify the accuracy of the filament 
etwork derived from the mock observations is the cluster connec- 
ivity C . We define connectivity as the number of filaments that
tem from the main node (cluster core) and terminate beyond R 200 

way from the cluster centre. This definition is slightly different from
hat of Laigle et al. ( 2017 ), where the authors use the cluster virial
adius instead of R 200 . The last panel in Fig. 6 gives an example
f how C is calculated – there are three filaments stemming from
he main node of the network (cluster core) that cross the circle
ith R 200 radius, resulting in a cluster connectivity of three. A 

eak positive correlation between cluster connectivity and cluster 
ass has been reported in the literature (Darragh Ford et al. 2019 ;
raljic et al. 2019 ; Sarron et al. 2019 ; Gouin, Bonnaire & Aghanim
021 ), albeit with considerable scatter. Our simulated clusters show 

 similar correlation. If the reco v ered filament network is similar to
he reference one, their connectivity should be the same. Therefore, 
omparing network connectivities will also allow us to assess the 
ccuracy of the recovered filaments. 

.3 Quantifying the quality of the reco v ered filament networks 

e are now in a position to use the D skel and connectivity metrics
o assess quantitatively the impact of the WWFCS observational 
trategy and constraints on the recovery of the filament networks 
urrounding galaxy clusters. 

As described abo v e, Fig. 7 illustrates the filament network compar-
son process for a single-simulated cluster, mass-matched to RX0058. 
isually, there is remarkable similarity in the reference and ‘config- 
red’ filament networks. For this particular cluster, 71 . 8 per cent of
he simulated cluster galaxies have at least one MOS fibre allocated, 
hich is close to the average for the whole sample. The median
alues of D skel are 0 . 12 Mpc going in the R2C direction and 0 . 16 
pc going in the C2R direction (cf. Section 4.2.1 ). These values

re much smaller than ∼ 1 Mpc, the typical radius of filaments. 
oreo v er, only 8 and 10 per cent of the filamentary segments lie at

 distances greater than ∼ 1 Mpc. 
The cluster connectivity of the reference network is 3, while one 

f the filaments in the ‘configured’ network bifurcates inside R 200 , 
ncreasing the connectivity to 4. Changes in connectivity of ±1 are 
ot uncommon, indicating that the reco v ery is not perfect. Ho we ver,
arger changes in connectivity are rare (see below). 

These results, if replicated for the whole cluster sample, are very
ncouraging, suggesting that the data provided by the WWFCS 

ill allow the reliable reco v ery of the filamentary structures around
lusters since the impact of the observational constraints will be 
oderate. 
Fig. 8 confirms that the D skel results shown for the RX0058

nalogue are indeed typical of the whole sample. We can therefore
tack the D skel distributions for the 160 simulated clusters (Fig. 9 )
nd derive representative average quantities for the whole sample. On 
verage, the median values of D skel, R2C and D skel, C2R are 0 . 13 ± 0 . 02 
pc. The values are not only reassuringly small but also almost

xactly the same when going in both directions, strongly suggesting 
he compared filament networks are very similar. Furthermore, 
ypically only 11–13 per cent of the corresponding filamentary 
egments are more that 1 Mpc away from each other. 

Fig. 10 shows a comparison between the connectivity of the 
eference filament networks C reference and that of the ‘configured’ ones 
 configured . The mean values corresponding to each WWFCS match 
ery well, with no significant bias, and the small scatter indicates
hanges in C are generally kept within the ±1 range. 

In summary, the quantitative tests we have carried out for the
hole cluster sample confirm our initial assessment that the impact 
f the observational constraints imposed by the WWFCS on the 
eco v ery of the filament networks around galaxy clusters will be very 
oderate. 

 SUMMARY  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S  

he outskirts and infall regions of galaxy clusters act as the points
f contact linking the large-scale structure of the Universe to the
ighly dense virialized cores of the clusters themselves, containing 
ome of the key environments affecting galaxy evolution. Since next- 
MNRAS 517, 1678–1694 (2022) 
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eneration spectroscopic surv e ys such as the WWFCS 

3 will explore
nd map in detail these complex regions, in this paper we forecast
ow successful such surv e ys will be at identifying the filaments that
ink together the ‘nodes’ in the large-scale structure – clusters and
roups – and channel galaxies into them. 
We aim at quantifying the impact the observational limitations

ill have on our ability to detect the filamentary structures that
eed the clusters in the WWFCS. To achieve that aim, we have
sed a large sample of simulated massive galaxy clusters from
heThreeHundred project (Cui et al. 2018 ) and created a set of
imulated cluster galaxy samples closely matching the selection and
bservational constraints imposed by the WWFCS (Kuchner et al. in
reparation). For each one of the 16 WWFCS target clusters, we have
xtracted 10 mass-matched analogue clusters from the simulations
nd built mock-observed galaxy samples reaching beyond ∼5 R 200 ,
here cosmic filaments trace and connect galaxy clusters to the

osmic web. We summarize our main results as follows: 

(i) We have then followed closely the strategy, selection, and
bservational constraints of the WWFCS. Applying the same MOS
bre configuration tool that the WEAVE spectrograph will use, we
nd that, on average, we are able to allocate fibres to 72 . 7 per cent ±
 . 7 percent of all the target galaxies. More importantly, outside the
luster core – in the outer regions that are crucial for filament
dentification – the success rate increases to 81 . 7% ± 1 . 3%. The
umber of cluster galaxies that are targeted ranges from 1284 to
062. The high completeness that the WEAVE observations will
llow, together with the large field co v erage, are ke y to the success
f the surv e y. 
(ii) In each of the simulated cluster regions we have used the

lament finder DisPerse (Sousbie 2011 ) to trace the cosmic-web
lament skeleton before and after the observational constraints (in-
luding MOS fibre positioning) are imposed on the galaxy samples.
e then compared quantitatively the resulting filament networks and

nd that we are able to reco v er the original network remarkably well.
pecifically, we find that the median distance between corresponding
lament segments D skel in the reference and recovered networks is
nly 0 . 13 ± 0 . 02 Mpc on average, an much smaller than the typical
lament radius of ∼ 1 Mpc. Furthermore, only ∼11–13 per cent of
ll reco v ered filament se gments lie at a distance larger than 1 Mpc
way from their corresponding reference segment. 

(iii) As a further test on the integrity of the reco v ered filament
etworks, we computed their connectivity , the number of filaments
hat stem from the cluster core and terminate beyond R 200 away from
he cluster centre. We find that the connectivities of the reference
nd reco v ered networks match v ery well, without an y significant
ias, indicating that their global properties are also reco v ered well. 

These findings make us confident that the WWFCS will be able
o reliably trace cosmic-web filaments in the vicinity of massive
alaxy clusters. The next step, when we start receiving data from
EAVE, will be to identify the galaxies that belong to these

laments, and compare their properties (e.g. mass, metallicity, star
ormation, and stellar populations) to those of galaxies inhabiting
ther environments such as groups, the clusters cores, and the general
eld. With the combination of a statistical sample of clusters together
ith high target sampling rate, the WWFCS will provide a detailed

ook at the influence of all environments in the cluster infall regions
n galaxy evolution. 
NRAS 517, 1678–1694 (2022) 

 Although in this paper we have focused on the WWFCS, our methodology 
ould easily be adapted and applied to other wide-field spectroscopic surv e ys. 
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taken from Moretti et al. ( 2017 ). 
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PPENDI X  A :  PROCESS  O F  OPTI MI ZI NG  T H E  

W F C S  FIELD  POSI TI ONS  

s mentioned in Section 3.1 , the WWFCS performs observations by
rranging 2-deg fields into a mosaic pattern, covering the cluster core,
nfall region, and outskirts (Fig. 1 ). To optimize the observational
trategy, we aim to design the field positions in a way that maximizes
he cluster co v erage. First, we place two fields at the core of each
luster, the region of the highest number density. This is so we can
aximize the number of targeted cluster members o v er the total
eld of view. To optimize the tiling for each cluster, we adopt the
ollowing regime, such that if 

Area within 5 R 200 for N − 1 fields 

Area within 5 R 200 for N fields 
> 97 per cent , (A1) 
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M

Figure A2. WEAVE field pattern for each WWFCS cluster. The caption in each panel states the name of the cluster, 5 R 200 in degrees and the number of fields 
N used for each observation. 
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hen we can remo v e one field, (we use 97 per cent to ensure that we are
till co v ering a significant area within 5 R 200 ). We iterate through this
rocess by removing fields in the outer region of the cluster, manually
nspecting each time one is remo v ed, until the 97 per cent threshold is
xceeded. Starting from a ‘naive’ geometric tiling pattern (illustrated
n Fig. A1 , top), the total number of WEAVE fields required to co v er
he 16 clusters was 155, adding up to 147 250 fibre hours. Using the
ew optimized tiling method (illustrated in Fig. A1 , bottom) the total
umber of fibre hours is reduced to 130 390. For the example shown
n Fig. A1 , even though we hav e remo v ed four fields, we are still
o v ering out to 5 R 200 . Of the clusters, 12 out of 16 have full co v erage
ut to 5 R 200 , while o v erall we hav e lost a total of 0.06 per cent area
ithin 5 R 200 . The final field positions for all 16 WWFCS clusters is

hown in Fig. A2 . 

PPENDIX  B:  G A L A X Y  CLUSTER  SCALING  

his sections details our method for scaling down the mass of the
lusters from TheThreeHundred to match the WWFCS selected
lusters, as mentioned in Section 3.3.1 . 

First, we arbitrarily chose three mass-scaling factors: M F = 1, 2,
nd 5, which the simulated cluster mass is divided by. We chose
he most-massive halo in the corresponding cluster catalogue to act
s a proxy for the cluster. Also, we increase our cluster catalogue
ample size by a factor of 3 by including each 2D-plane ( xy , xz ,
z ). The resulting mass distributions of the clusters that have been
caled down by M F are in Fig. 2 , where we have demonstrated that
NRAS 517, 1678–1694 (2022) 
y choosing these mass factors, we have covered the entire WEAVE
ass range. 
For each scaling factor M F , we divide the mass range into 20
ass bins. To create a statistically significant sample, we draw from

hese bins with the aim of identifying 10 mass-matched simulated
nalogue clusters for each of the 16 WEAVE clusters. Our total
ample of analogue clusters is thus 160. The presence of companion
lusters within 5 < R < 15 Mpc of the WWFCS clusters (the radius
f the simulation volume) is unknown, therefore we do not exclude
nalogue clusters with secondary clusters within this distance. Within
he sample of 160 analogue clusters there are six such configurations.

In scaling the mass of the clusters from the simulations to match
EAVE, we have to also individually scale the mass of all the

ssociated haloes for each cluster. Fig. B1 displays the cumulative
umber of simulated haloes that lie abo v e a mass interval for one
luster. We see that for higher mass scaling factors ( M F ) we are
hifting the masses of all the haloes associated with the cluster to
o wer v alues. 

We are limited in our reco v ery of haloes by two thresholds:
he ‘scaled’ simulation mass resolution and the observational mass

esolution. In the case where we do not scale the simulations, ( M F 

 1), the mass resolution limit is that of the dark matter particles
n the simulations (Kuchner et al. 2021a ), given by the dotted grey
ine in Fig. 4 . For M F > 1, we reduce the simulation mass resolution
y dividing it by the mass scaling factor M F . While we can change
he simulated mass resolution threshold, there is a hard limit on the
bservational mass limit. For F > 3, the mass resolution stays at the

art/stac2777_fA2.eps
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Figure B1. Cumulative sum of individual halo masses of simulated galaxies for one galaxy cluster in TheThreeHundred that has been modified using 
the three M F . All haloes follow the criterion set for selecting ‘high-quality data’ from the simulations, as described in Section 3.3 . Different colours represent 
different scale factors that have been applied to the simulated catalogues. The vertical dotted lines represent different mass resolutions. 
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bservational limit M obs = 10 × 10 10 M � (corresponding to the r band
imit used for WEAVE: r total < 19.75 which is equi v alent to a stellar

ass of 10 9 M � (Kuchner et al. in preparation). At M F > 3, we
rtificially lose haloes that are massive enough to be simulated, but 
re too small to meet the WWFCS observ ational criteria. Ho we ver, as
hown by the top panel in Fig. 2 , we are still obtaining thousands of
luster galaxies per cluster. This reduction in the cluster member 
opulation mimics the expected relation of lower mass cluster’s 
osting fewer subhaloes (see e.g. Poggianti et al. 2010 ). 

PPENDIX  C :  DISPERSE  INPUT  PA R A M E T E R S  

s mentioned in Section 3.4 , to extract the filament networks with
isPerSE we need to set a persistence threshold. We introduce a 
etric � with three key parameters: 

(i) D skel median (the positional difference in the reference network 
pine and the configured network spine), 

(ii) D skel ratio: the ratio of the two methods of calculating D skel , 
(iii) Cluster connectivity of ’configured’ network ( C , number of 

laments that stem from the main node and terminate outside R 200 )
omparison to reference network. 
All of the abo v e parameters are normalized against their maximum
utput given a persistence and are equally weighted. We compute this
etric in a suitable range of persistences 2 < σ < 3, in 0.1 σ intervals,

nd the persistence that minimizes � returns the most accurate 
econstruction of the filamentary network. A � of three corresponds 
o the worst possible reconstruction of the network, while � values
lose to zero represent the most accurate filamentary mapping. 
e have automated a process in determining the best persistence 

iven a reference skeleton. Our scientific rationale requires a high 
ompleteness, therefore, we explore low persistence values that map 
ut not only the most robust structure but also filaments that connect
odes with smaller persistence ratios. After analysing � for different 
etworks for different clusters, we selected a persistence of σ = 2.5
or the reference network and σ = 2.1 for the configured network.
n the process of ‘configuring’ a cluster, we are ef fecti vely altering
he underlying density field and therefore, it is necessary to change
he input persistence, as demonstrated in Fig. C1 . Although varying
he persistence cluster by cluster can change D skel , the median and
DFs of D skel do not vary significantly with changes in persistence
hen averaged over all 160 clusters. 
MNRAS 517, 1678–1694 (2022) 
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Figure C1. This figure illustrates how the change in the density field when ‘configuring’ a cluster makes a change in the persistence parameter necessary when 
extracting the filament network. Left-hand panel: KDE-smoothed density field of a simulated cluster analogue to WWFCS target RX0058, with the filaments 
identified by the topological structures extractor DisPerSE traced on top (using our choice of persistence for the ‘pre-configured’ model, 2.5 σ . Middle panel: 
The ‘mock-observational’ cluster with filaments extracted using the same persistence, 2.5 σ . Right-hand panel: The same but with our choice of persistence for 
the ‘configured’ model, 2.1 σ . Lowering the persistence yields a more accurate reconstruction of the cosmic web around galaxy clusters. 
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